COLLECTIVE MEMBERS I AND II

Renewal fees must be paid before March 31st

Collective Members I
Administrative bodies, scientific and technical organisations, research institutes, public or private companies of industrial and/or commercial character.

Collective Members II
Universities and Educational Bodies: - 50 % on annual membership fees.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

► Access to the latest CIGRE technical information and to Digital Electra on www.e-cigre.org
► Many services, information and links to CIGRE National Committees, and Study Committees that organize regional meetings and local events.
► Opportunity to take part in CIGRE’s technical work and to share experiences. (CIGRE Working Groups and Study Committees count more than 4 000 experts).
► Opportunity to present Papers to Sessions and Symposia.

ELECTRA

6 times a year
The bimonthly journal of the CIGRE Association contains information - on the progress and results of the technical activities, - on the life of the Association, - on events organised by the CIGRE National Committees - on international meetings.
Circa 13 000 members in 100 countries benefit from Electra.

PUBLICATIONS

10 000 digital references
- Technical brochures on the work of the Study Committees.
- Technical Papers published in Digital ELECTRA.
- Papers and Proceedings of Sessions and Symposia.
Free access to the digital references. Publications on paper support: - 50% discount. (Even on ‘Green Books’)

DIRECTORY

The Directory of the CIGRE Members is available early in odd number years. It is an essential tool for professional contacts and a link between members.

SESSION / SYMPOSIUM

REDUCED REGISTRATION FEES (Approx. - 20 %)
(Up to 6 people for a Collective Member I / Up to 3 people for a Collective Member II)

Despite the context of the Covid-19, more than 2 500 Delegates took part in the E-Session 2020 set up for the presentation of Session Papers.
The other even years, the CIGRE BIENNIAL SESSION brings together in Paris, more than 3 800 Delegates and 10 000 participants. Over 600 Papers are presented. It is a unique opportunity for business contacts and exchanges of information with the best experts, top managers, decision makers, professors, government representatives and engineers from around the World.
With over 300 exhibitors and 8 000 visitors, the INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL EXHIBITION held during each Session is a complement and illustration of the Session topics.

In odd years, two SYMPOSIA with an international audience and around 400 delegates are organised in different countries. They focus on a subject of topical interest and propose educational Tutorials.

Bureau Central du CIGRE 21, rue d’Artois, FR 75008 Paris (France) / TEL. +33 (0) 1 53 89 12 90
www.cigre.org / membership@cigre.org